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The best Rubik Cubes android central 2020 Best Rubik Cubes is a productive way to keep your mind busy because it can help you build concentration and ease anxiety. You don't have to be great at judging them, but if you are, there are more complicated ones you pick up. Regardless of the opportunity you pick up, you will be able to really test your puzzle
solving skills with a Rubik's Cube. Staff Choose a Rubik's Cube you know and love gets a pretty good update here. The cube may seem loose, but it's easier to solve when you move it around. With 43 quintillion possible moves, the original is the best way to go. This cube is perfect for adults and children, as it will help you develop your problem solving skills.
With the middle being circular, it should move nice and smooth, and this will not allow the cube to catch while deciding. $8 at Amazon Really test your time with this speed cube from CreativeLine. It is perfect for professional solvers, because these are the dimensions that are needed for competition. It is also pre-lubricated to ensure that the cube moves
exactly as it has too much without too loose. AGREATLIFE made a Rubik's cube, which is perfect for speed tracks or even just for a permanent person who wants to practice problem solving. This cube is exceptionally light, and it even has a 43-degree angular cutting to help quickly solve it. $13 at Amazon If you are serious about competing with your Rubik's
Cube, then this kit will have every kind of cube you will need. With a 2x2x2 cube, 3x3x3 cube, and a pyramid 3x3x3 cube, this is all you need to learn. In addition, they are made of recyclable materials, so you can help the environment while being a great puzzle solver. A true master has the ability to really push the limits of his problem solving options. This
Megaminx cube shengshou is an excellent option because it has 50 movable units, not the usual 20 pieces. Not to mention, this is dodecahedron, so the form will also be a learning curve for any pro. For $11 at Amazon Use your brain power with the best Rubik's Cube Rubik cubes is a great way to key to your concentration and full attention. Winning moving
Rubik's Cube is like an original cube with a little upgrade. This has made the cubes looser so that it is faster to solve. Not to mention, there is no one way to solve this cube, so you will be able to find your best way. Rozenda speed cube set is perfect for anyone who wants not only to compete, but to learn different kinds of cubes. This set comes with a 2x2x2
cube, 3x3x3 cube, and pyramid 3x3x3 cube, so there are endless ways to keep you busy. It comes with anti-pop technology to keep your cube in the best shape possible while you solve it. If you really want to take on the big challenge, Shengshou Megaminx speed cube will keep you stumped. There are 50 movable units this cube with more ways to solve it.
In addition, the form of this puzzle is dodecahedron, so it can be more difficult to maintain the handle. We can earn commissions on purchases using our links. learn more, find out more. Borderlands 3 has no shortage of weapons. By piecing together various components of various manufacturers, Borderlands 3 has more than a billion weapons. Each
manufacturer comes with its own rocket, from the engine-powered weapon COV to the clean, futuristic weapons of Hyperion. With Borderlands 3 fourth in the DLC pack fast approaching, we decided to update our list of the top 10 weapons at Borderlands 3 and where to find them. We spread our picks to as many manufacturers and types of weapons as
possible to provide some diversity. It's impossible for us to finally rank the best weapons in Borderlands 3, so if you find a gun we don't mention that you like it, use it. 10 below is our only choice. For more reading the legendary primer before getting into the best weapons at Borderlands 3, you need to understand how guns are generated in the game. If you
don't know, the vast majority of weapons in Borderlands 3 are procedurally generated, just like previous games. When you loot chests or blow enemy bits, you can find something great. However, you can also find another weapon that offers nothing more than a machine gun. By the way, there are some weapons that are not procedurally developed. There are
legendary weapons, usually the best game that determine the impact. In addition, there are unique weapons that have established properties as well. So, all you have to do is find all the legendary and unique weapons, right? Well, you could, but it won't be very effective. There are more than 200 unique weapons in the base game alone, plus another 100 or
so from DLC, VIP prizes, and game events. Worse still, the majority of legendary weapons are random drops of the world. This means that there is no specific strategy to get them. You just need to play the game. If you want to find every unique weapon in Borderlands 3, we recommend tagging this awesome spreadsheet from Reddit user Amara. It features
every unique weapon in the game, going as far as list references for each bit of flavor texting. This is the work of the Borderlands 3 community, and a great resource to have at hand. In addition, it lists the best places to find weapons that are drops of the world. On our list there are weapons that come from certain places as well as random drops of the world.
We recommend holding off to find these weapons until you are sufficiently leveled, though. Gear in Borderlands 3 scales with your level and you can get some of these weapons early. If you do this, please note that they will quickly become outclassed as you level up, even with the usual gear. Some of our weapons require Chaos 6 or more. Chaos mode
unlocks after you border campaign 3. If you haven't already done so, it's best to finish the story and hit the level cap before you go after any of these weapons. Monarch Gearbox Software Monarch is our first and only weapon from Vladof. As the name suggests, it's a ritzy legendary rifle that only get chaos 6 or more. His special weapon effect is the deadly
sting of the monarch! The monarch can spawn with any of the five types of elemental damage to Borderlands 3, but that's not what the gun is all about. The special weapon impact suggests increased damage and fires between three and 10 bullets at the cost of a single rifle round. The monarch also spawns a bipod attachment, and she engages in double
damage when mounted. It can also spawn without elemental damage. Accuracy is a weak point for Monarch, with a wide spread that forms into a square shape. You can reduce the spread using a bipod, but Monarch is still the best for short to mid-range meetings. As mentioned above, you need to have a level of chaos of six or more allowed to find a
weapon. The only way to get it is by taking down Killavolt in Lectra City on Promethea. Lob GearBox Software Lob is a legendary shotgun that comes from torque. It can kill basically anything with a bullet or two, and it can fall with cryocritics, corrosive, radiation, shock, or err elemental damage. The special effect of the weapon is everything to be magical,
meaning that the gun is always engaged in some form of elemental damage and has a higher log capacity. However, he does not spray granules. Instead, lob fires a large orb that slowly moves through the battlefield and explodes due to exposure, dealing with massive AoE damage. It's a casual drop in the world, although the best strategy is to get it farming
graveward. You can find Graveward at the end of chapter 16, Cold as a tomb. Reflux GearBox Software Reflux is another legendary shotgun, although it is produced by Hyperion. The special weapon effect is that's gotta burn, which means that it always drops with corrosive elemental damage. Like Lob, Reflux has huge potential to destroy the enemy crowd
quickly. It fires seven projectiles into the form of a symbol of biological danger, and when the projectile hits the enemy, it has the ability to spawn corrosive screws. These chains together and spoil nearby enemies. You won't find Reflux until after you've beaten the game, though. You can get out of GenIVIV by playing mayhem at level six or more. Hotel
GenIVIV is located in Eden-6 in Voracious Canopy. Crossroad Gearbox Software Crossroad is a legendary SMG that, like reflux, comes from Hyperion. It can fall with cryo, shock, corrosive, incendiary, or radiation elemental damage, and fires three projectiles with each bullet. This comes from a special weapon effect fate to me. Crossroads shoots shoots
Bursts of six shots and fires three projectiles in one shot. That said, it consumes only two ammunition per shot, allowing you to pile damage with each burst. Unfortunately, this is a random drop in the world. That said, Katagawa Jr. has a great chance of dropping him. You're facing this early game boss in Chapter 3 atlas HQ, although he won't drop Crossroad
just yet. The best strategy is to wait until you reach level 60 (current level cap) and holding Katagawa Jr. from there. Eridian Fabricator Gearbox Software Calling Eridian Fabricator Pistol is a bit of a reductive. It's a weapon that shoots projectiles, of course, but those projectiles are other weapons. It's an easy super weapon for Borderlands 3, and we can't go
without mentioning it. Every time you fire a gun, it will spawn 10 rifles from green to purple rarity. However, it requires 10 Eridium for every shot, so you can't go too crazy. Fortunately, getting Eridian Fabricator is easy. It's a quest reward for completing Division 21, Footsteps giants. Just fill the compartment and the weapon will be yours. Note that Eridian
Fabricator does not take the inventory outlet and cannot be sold to Marcus. When you have it, it's yours forever, all without any burden on your backpack. Hellshock Gearbox Software Hellshock is a legendary pistol that produces Maliwan. It comes with a special weapon effect I didn't think death was canceled so much that gives incendiary and shock
elemental damage. When you fire the gun, the projectile will start with one elemental type and bounce off the target once. When the projectile bounces, it will move to the next elemental type. While it doesn't have the potential for AoE damage to something like a lob, Hellshock can still take down hordes of enemies easily. It's a casual fall in the world, although
the best strategy to find is farming gigamind. You can find Gigamind in game 6 section, Hostile Takeover. By the way, Gigamind will not drop hellshock until you reach the level cap. If you've been out farming other enemies, you can find Gigamind on Promethea in meridian metroplex. Kaoson Gearbox Software Kaoson is the legendary SMG that comes from
Dahl. While it's a powerful weapon in any form, there are many variances involved in trying to get Kaoson. It can have any of the five types of elemental damage in the game, but unlike the elements mentioned above, it can also spawn without any elemental effect. The special weapon effect is small, but packs a punch that offers greater accuracy and sticky
projectiles. These projectiles explode and cause splash damage when you reload the gun. Finding Kaoson is easy. It can fall from Captain Traunt's chaos level of six or more. You will fight Captain Traunt in chapter 7 of the main story, although you return later with Mayhem allowed to find Kaoson. Captain Traunt is located in Athena, close to the courtyard.
One Pump Chump Gearbox Software One Pump Chump is the legendary shotgun. This is the first weapon on our list that comes from Jakobs, and like other Jakobs weapons, trades elemental damage to raw power. It comes with a special weapon effect I swear that never happened before. One pump chump can only fire one shot before you need to reboot
it. However, with a special weapon effect, that one shot speaks of immense damage. There is also a 50% chance that the bullet does not consume any ammunition. The only way to get one pump chump is from One Punch. One punch is a secret boss prometheus that you can find in Lectra City. You need to solve the puzzle related to the TVs before it will
spawn, and one pump chump is not guaranteed to drop when you defeat it. You may have to defeat him several times before jakobs legendary shotgun is yours. Hellwalker GearBox Software Hellwalker is both a wonderful weapon and an Easter egg. This is a legendary shotgun from Jakobs with a special weapon effect, so my demons. It's your time.
Hellwalker always spawns with incendiary damage, and she uses two shotgun ammo with each shot. Doom fans already know what's going on with Hellwalker. It is an inflatable shotgun with great damage and short reloading time, but with pathetic accuracy. It is best to get close and blow enemies back with your high kickback rate. Of course, Hellwalker is
referring to the Super Shotgun in Doom, and when shot, you hear a guitar note from Doom's BFG chapter. In addition, shotgun pellet spray pentagram pattern. Hellwalker is a casual drop in the world, but Road Dog has a higher drop speed. You can find Road Dog Splinterlands on Pandora. Sand Hawk Gearbox Software If you have played all the
Borderlands games, it should look familiar. Sandy Hawk is a legendary sniper rifle produced by Dahl. It has a special weapon effect wedge pig, which increases accuracy and splits projectiles into nine pieces. These projectiles take the shape of a bird, and the wings slowly expand as they travel through the battlefield. He packs a lot of punch on his own, but
the gun has elemental damage on his base damage. It can decrease with any of the five elementary types in the game. Fortunately, getting a Sand Hawk is easy before you're already going to Crossroad. It falls from Katagawa Jr. to a level of chaos of six or higher. Editorial Recommendations Recommendations
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